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equally distributed over the supports.    Show that the altitude yp of the support distant pa from the middle point, is given by
p~y°^
where a is the distance between two consecutive points of support and jSa is the length of the rod beyond either of the terminal supports.
We first see by taking moments about the jpth support that the stress couple Lp at that point is a quadratic function of p.    The extended equation of the three moments is        Lp + 4LP+1 + I/p+2 + i wa2 = (ijp+z - 2?/p+1 + yp) QKjar. By an easy finite integration, or by the rules of algebra, it follows that yp is a biquadratic function of p.    Since there can be no odd powers of p, we have
The values of A and B are then found by applying the equation of the three moments to any two convenient spans.
Ex. 2. A uniform heavy rod rests on m supports placed at the same level at equal distances a from each other, one being at each end. Prove that the stress couple at the nth point of support is
i     (1 - A;"*-1) 7t»-i- (l-^-i) f-
^-i) — \ »
where h and k are the roots of &2-}-47n-l = 0.   Prove also that the pressure on the ?ith support is aRn-^war- 6LW except when ?i = l or m.
The equation of the three moments is an equation of differences and may be solved in the usual manner by assuming Ln—A+Bhn+Ckn. The constants B, C are determined by the conditions that 1^=0 when ?i = l and n=m. It is also evident that 7i= -tan^r, k=-
26. Plexural rigidity not constant. If the rod is not uniform the equation of the three moments takes a more complicated form. We shall first suppose the flexural rigidity K to vary from point to point of the rod, but the weight per unit of length to remain constant. We start as before with the equation (2), Art. 18. Let us multiply this equation by (b - x)jK and integrate over the length JJQ. Since
where y8 and ft have the same meaning as before, we find
Substituting for C72 from (10), this becomes
2/3 ~ &£ = LQB + JkjjB' + wB" + W . G,
,             _     [bx(b-a) ,         _,     fb (b - a;)2 ,         T>,,     [bx(l)-xf-
where         B= I     -\ _.  ' dx,     B'-\   ^-7rLda;,    B"=\   —I— -^- dxy J to     bK                      J o    &A                      Jo      2A
The left-hand side of (I.) is the elevation of the point G of support above the tangent at B.   The equation obtained by integrating over the length AB is similarly
where -4, 4', 4" are obtained from B, B', B" by writing a for b.

